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Extra. Class
Pure Mercedes. In every respect. The new E-Class
perfectly encapsulates the qualities of the Mercedes-Benz
brand: state-of-the-art design at its most elegant.

Light-alloy wheels
Styling accessories
Wheel accessories
ıncenıo designer wheels

This brochure offers a range of ways to interpret the
unmistakable character of the new E-Class in your own
individual style.

ıncenıo designer wheels, for example, offer a simple way
to add a personal touch.

18" Two-Tone 5-Spoke Wheel
Finish: black and polished
Wheel size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 45
Tire size: 235/45 R18
A212 401 3402
Available as of August 2009

exterior

Ask yourself – why does elegance start with an “E”?

02_03

5-spoke wheel

Sinnif | 5-spoke wheel

Finish: titanium silver

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 48 |
Tire: 245/40 R18
A212 401 1302

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 48
Tire: 245/40 R18
A212 401 2102

| also pictured on front
of brochure |
Tire pressure gauge
Compact design. Saves readings. Suitable for
all tire valves (including bicycle tires).
Keeping tires at the optimum pressure saves
fuel and reduces tire wear. Supplied with
leather pouch

18" AMG 6-twin-spoke wheel |
Style IV
AMG light-alloy wheel |
silver, high-sheen
Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 48 |
Tire: 245/40 R18
B6 6 03 1466

Hub caps
Protect the hub from dirt.
Available in the following versions:
1 | Classic Roadster design in blue
2 | Classic Roadster design in black
3 | Sterling silver with chrome star
4 | Titanium silver with chrome star

Rim locks

|1 |

|2 |

Set consisting of
coded key and
one lock per
wheel
Wheel bolts
| not pictured |
Valve caps

|3 |

|4 |

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt B6 647 0159
and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0155.
Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tires,
wheel bolts or hub caps

Rear Spoiler
Add this rear spoiler for a more
athletic look for your E-Class, and
watch as it subtly accentuates the
trunk lines of your vehicle. Tailormade of high-quality material for
quick installation and a perfect fit.
Roof Spoiler
This roof spoiler extends the roofline
of your E-Class enhancing its sporty
appearance by giving the rear window
a more compact, coupe-style look.

ıncenıo designer wheels
Mercedes-Benz
light-alloy wheels

exterior

Hub caps
Wheel locks
Tire pressure gauge
Valve caps
Wheel bolts
Rear Spoiler
Roof Spoiler
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1 iPod Interface Kit, Video | p 09 |

iPod® integration

telematics

1
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1 Only

in conjunction with COMAND APS, Code 527
or 512. The following memory cards are supported:
SD, MMC, HS-MMC, DV-RS-MMC, MS, MS-Pro, HS-MSMG-Pro, HS-MS-Pro, MS-Select, MS-Duo, Ms-Pro Duo,
X-card, C-Flash*, T-Flash*, Mini-SD*, RS-MMC*, MS-MG*,
MS-MP Pro*, MS-Duo-MG*, MS-ROM*. *Additional
adapter required (not included)

PCMCIA multi-card reader1
Listen to your music in comfort while you’re out and about using your COMAND
system’s PCMCIA adapter slot. The plug & play system means your memory
card is instantly recognised. MP3, WMA and AAC files are supported. A separate
memory card is required for the PCMCIA multi-card reader

E major. E minor. Easy listening
T he Mercedes-Benz Interface Kit will play back audio and
video from the iPod application on your iPhone

2

For details and a list of supported devices, please
contact any Mercedes-Benz service outlet

3

S upports MP3, WMA and AAC. For further details, contact
your Mercedes-Benz partner

Musical preferences have always been a matter of personal taste.
And nowadays you can listen to your favourite tracks in a whole
range of formats too: radio, CD or iPod – in your Mercedes-Benz
you’re at home on any musical platform.

Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit1
It’s easy to control your iPod via the multifunction steering wheel:
scroll through the menus [A], adjust the playback and volume [B] and display
the title of your choice in the instrument cluster [C]. The iPod is connected
and charged in the glove compartment, where it is hidden from prying
eyes. No factory-fitted optional extra required
C
Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit, Video1
As with the iPod Interface Kit, controlling your iPod is straightforward.
The video appears in the COMAND display (when vehicle is stationary only).
Only in conjunction with COMAND (Code 527 or Code 512) | available
from 3rd quarter of 2009 |

A

B

telematics

1

iPod Interface Kit
Multi-card reader
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1 Wood/leather steering wheel

1

interior

Interior appointments
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Executive. Class
Opt for illuminated door sill panels, and every time you
open the door to get into your E-Class, you can savour
that little reminder that your car is a Mercedes-Benz.
The interior of your E-Class can be designed to suit
all tastes.
What are you waiting for?

Glasses box
Universal – adjusts to
different sizes of sunglasses

Illuminated door sill panels
The white illuminated Mercedes-Benz
lettering is activated every time you
open the door to get in or out. These
illuminated door sill panels, in
ground stainless steel, are a further
“highlight” of the E-Class

interior

Door sill panels
Glasses box
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AMG floor mats
With embroidered AMG lettering

Velour floor mats, All-season floor mats
Durable, hardwearing materials. Available
in various colours to match the interior.
Can be clip-fastened to the floor of the
vehicle to prevent slipping

Back cushion
Ergonomic, individually adjustable cushion,
designed to support the back on long journeys.
Available in anthracite
Coat hanger
Robust coat hanger made from chromed
metal. Easy to fit to the front head
restraints. The ideal way to transport items
of clothing without creasing them

Back cushion
Cleanbag
Coat hanger
Floor mats
Vario bag

Cleanbag
The ideal way to keep the interior clean
when you’re on the move: the “Cleanbag”
is simply attached to the net in the front
passenger footwell or to the ruffled pockets
on the back of the front seats

interior

Vario bag
Plenty of extra space for the really important things in life.
Available in three designs: “DaimlerSquare” fabric ( pictured ) ,
“Angel & Driver” fabric and Alcantara, java fabric

14_15

1

2

1 Alustyle basic carrier bars | p 18 | 2 Ski and snowboard rack “Standard” | p 19 |

cargo & care

Trunk accessories
Carrier systems
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Alustyle basic carrier bars
The Alustyle system opens up a wealth of flexible options when
it comes to transporting sports equipment and luggage. Simply
combine the Alustyle basic carrier bars with a variety of different
roof-mounted carriers which you can see here and on the following
pages. The basic carrier bars are precisely tailored to the body of
your E-Class, ensuring the highest degree of safety and optimum
aerodynamics
Transport and storage bag
Robust bag, made from a high-quality
nylon fabric. Protects the basic carrier
bars and makes it easier to transport
them

Energy. Packages
The E-Class takes you to your destination in
superlative style. And if you want to change your mode
of transport when you get there, no problem:
whether snowboard, skis or bikes, in this section you’ll
find the answer to virtually any transport dilemma.

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
For up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. Lockable.
Practical pull-out function makes loading and unloading easier
| pictured left and above |

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”
For up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards. Lockable
| pictured left and on page 28 |

cargo & care

Basic carrier bars
Ski and snowboard rack
Transport bag
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Mercedes-Benz Bicycles
These sporty and elegant bicycles, with
their exclusive Mercedes-Benz design, are
suitable for everyday all-round use and
for touring.

Coil lock
Designed to prevent theft. Available as an
option for the New Alustyle bicycle rack

New Alustyle bicycle rack
Depending on the maximum roof load, up to four bicycle racks can be fitted per
pair of basic carrier bars. Each bicycle rack can hold one bicycle with a max. frame
diameter of 98 mm (circular frame tubes) or 110 x 70 mm (oval frame tubes).
The support frame folds down when not in use, reducing drag when travelling without
bicycles. Bicycles can either be attached to the rack once it has been fitted to the
roof or before it is fitted | also pictured left |
The convenient design of the Mercedes-Benz bicycle rack allows the bicycle to be attached
at ground level. The bicycle is simply mounted on the rail alongside the vehicle and
both are then fitted to the basic carrier bars

cargo & care

Bicycle rack
Bikes
Coil lock
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Mercedes-Benz roof boxes
Elegant, aerodynamic design, made for your Mercedes-Benz.
High-quality, extremely durable material. Available in titanium
metallic [A] or matt silver [B].
1 | Mercedes-Benz roof box L
family box | Capacity: approx. 450 litres. Available with opening
on right or left. Optional accessories: luggage set and ski rack insert
| pictured right |
2 | Mercedes-Benz roof box M
sports box | Capacity: approx. 330 litres. Available with opening
on right or left. Optional accessories: luggage set and ski rack insert
| pictured right |
3 | Mercedes-Benz roof box S
weekend box | Capacity: approx. 400 litres. Available with
opening on right or left

|A|

|B|

|1|
|2|

|C|
|3|

Luggage set
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |
Four bags, designed to make perfect use of the
space available in the roof box L. Made from
hardwearing, water-repellent polyester. Plus two
matching ski bags, each designed to hold max.
two pairs of skis. Ski bag also available separately
| pictured below |

Luggage set
Roof boxes
Ski rack insert

Ski rack insert
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |

Ski rack insert
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box M |
A secure hold for up to three pairs of skis, subject
to ski geometry. For Mercedes-Benz roof box M
| not pictured |

Luggage set
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box M |
Four bags made from hardwearing,
water-repellent polyester. Tailored
to the dimensions of the roof box M
| pictured left |

cargo & care

A secure hold for up to five pairs of skis, subject
to ski geometry. For Mercedes-Benz roof box L
| pictured below |
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Tie-down strap

Shallow trunk tray

Storage box

Even heavy objects can
be secured in place
easily using this strap

Simple to clean. Non-slip
thanks to PP-Flex material.
Suitable for transporting
foodstuffs

Can be divided into four sections using
the adjustable partitioning elements. Ideal for
transporting objects you don’t want to tip
over or slide around. Full functionality only
in conjunction with the shallow trunk tray

Coolbox

Trunk trays
Convenience box
Coolbag
Coolbox
Luggage-securing feature
Ski bag
Storage box
Tie-down strap

| black/grey | Hard case with fabric
cover featuring pockets for extra items.
Cold/hot switch. Capacity: 24 litres.
12V connection. Adjustable carrying strap

Coolbag

Deep trunk tray
The hygienic way to transport objects in the trunk.
Suitable for transporting foodstuffs

Luggage-securing feature
Ingenious solution to the problem of luggage
sliding around in the trunk. Attaches securely
around the object in question thanks to Velcro
fastening

Ski bag for interior

Convenience box

For up to four pairs of skis.
With carrying strap and
straps for attaching to loadsecuring rings in trunk

A practical option for storing objects in
the trunk. The rail system means that when
it is not in use, it can be slid beneath the
parcel shelf to save space

cargo & care

| black | Fabric outside, plastic liner
inside. Outside pockets offer plenty
of room for extra items. Capacity:
12 litres. 12V connection. Adjustable
carrying strap
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Luggage nets
Available for the floor of the trunk and the load sill.
Prevent lightweight objects from sliding around during
your journey. All nets are in pocket format

Charger with trickle charge function
With its cutting-edge technology, the Mercedes-Benz
charger ensures the longest possible battery life.
Available in a 3.6 amp version

Charger unit
Luggage nets
Non-slip mat
Reversible mat
Shopping crate

black | Non-slip mat made from
oil and acid-resistant polyester.
Designed to fit the contours of
the trunk

Shopping crate
anthracite | Collapsible
Reversible mat
The reversible mat has a high-quality
velour side and a non-slip side. It helps
keep the original floor of the trunk clean
| available in black |

cargo & care

Non-slip mat
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e- class coupe

Featured Accessories

5-spoke wheel
New Alustyle ski and
snowboard rack

It’s impossible not to be moved by the
expressive design of the E-Class Coupé.
But it also offers a wide variety of ways to
lend expression to your own personal tastes.

Alustyle bicycle rack

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack
“Comfort”
For up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.
Lockable.
5-spoke wheel
Finish: titanium silver
Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 45 | Tire: 235/40 R18
A207 401 0402

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 49 | Tire: 255/35 R18
A207 401 0502; not compatible with snow chains

Depending on the permissible roof load, up to
three bicycle racks can be fitted per pair of basic carrier bars. Each bicycle rack can hold one
bicycle with a max. frame diameter of 98 mm
(circular frame tubes) or 110 x 70 mm (oval
frame tubes). The support frame folds down
when not in use, reducing drag when travelling without bicycles. Bicycles can either be
attached to the rack once it has been fitted to
the roof or before it is fitted

e- class coupe

New Alustyle bicycle rack
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Luggage nets

Shallow trunk tray

AMG floor mats

Available for the floor of the trunk (pictured above)
and the load sill (not pictured). Prevent lightweight
objects from sliding around during your journey.
The net for the load sill is in pocket format

Simple to clean. Non-slip
thanks to Perl-M material. Suitable
for transporting foodstuffs

With embroidered AMG lettering

18" AMG 6-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV
AMG bodystyling

Illuminated door sill panels

The AMG bodystyling package, featuring front
apron, side skirts and rear apron, underlines
the new E-Class Coupé’s dynamic look | also
pictured on page 33 |

The white illuminated Mercedes-Benz lettering is activated every
time you open the door to get in or out. These illuminated door sill
panels, in ground stainless steel, are a further “highlight” of the
E-Class Coupé |pictured on page 12/13|

AMG light-alloy wheel | silver, high-sheen
Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 45 | Tire: 235/40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 49 | Tire: 255/35 R18
| also available in titanium grey, high-sheen |

Luggage nets

e- class coupe

Bodystyling
AMG Floor mat
Light-alloy wheels
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Genuine Accessories for the E-Class Sedan
Light-alloy wheels are
supplied without tires, wheel
bolts or hub caps
1
2

Finish: sterling silver
Also available with
opening on left

Description

p

Alustyle basic carrier bars

18 A212 890 0393

Back cushion

14 B6781 2370

Charger (3.6A)

26
15
14
20

Cleanbag
Coat hanger
Coil locks
(for New Alustyle bicycle rack, 3mm, set of 2, common key)
Convenience box
Coolbag
Coolbox

Item no.

B6 754 2029
A000 840 0674
B6 766 0046
B6 685 1706

25 A212 680 0010 9051
25 B6 681 8725
25 A000 820 4206

Deep trunk tray

25 A212 814 0241

Floor mats - All-season
(complete set, black)
Floor mats - Velour (complete set, black)

15 A212 680 3348 9G33
15 A212 680 1848 9F87

Glasses box

12 A000 810 0704

Hub caps (Roadster design in black)
Hub caps (Roadster design in blue)
Hub caps (sterling silver with chrome star)
Hub caps (titanium silver with chrome star)

04
04
04
04

B6 647 0201
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0202

Description

p

Item no.

Illuminated door sill panels
(door sill panels front and rear, front illuminated,
almond beige)
Illuminated door sill panels
(door sill panels front and rear, front illuminated,
alpaca grey)
Illuminated door sill panels
(door sill panels front and rear, front illuminated, black)

13 A212 680 0235 8N84

13 A212 680 0235 7E94

13 A212 680 0235 9051

ıncenıo designer wheels
Sinnif1 | 5-spoke wheel |18" (FA)

4

A212 401 2102

Light-alloy wheels
5-spoke wheel | 18" (FA/RA)

4

A212 401 1302

Luggage net, floor of trunk
Luggage net, load sill
Luggage set (for MB roof box M)
Luggage set (for MB roof box L)
Luggage-securing feature

26
26
23
23
25

A212 868 0074
A212 868 0174
A000 890 0411
A000 890 0511
A001 987 1414

p

Item no.

Description
Shallow trunk tray
Shopping crate
Ski bag (single, for MB roof box M and L)
Ski bag for interior
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box M)
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box L)
Storage box

24
27
23
25
23
23
24

A212 814 0041
A203 840 0020 9B51
A000 846 0806
B6 766 0022
A000 840 4718
A000 840 4818
A000 814 0041

Tie-down strap

24

B6 647 2021

Transport and storage bag (for basic carrier bars)

18

A000 890 0111

Tire pressure gauge

04 B6 658 8140

Valve caps
Vario bag (Alcantara, java)

04

B6 647 2001

15

A000 899 2061

Vario bag (Angel & Driver)
Vario bag (DaimlerSquare)

15

A000 899 1861

15

A000 899 1961

Wheel bolts

04 B6 647 0159

Mercedes-Benz iPod Interface Kit)
Mercedes-Benz iPod Interface Kit, Video
Mercedes-Benz roof box S (titanium metallic, opens on right)2
Mercedes-Benz roof box M (titanium metallic, opens on right)2
Mercedes-Benz roof box L (calcite white, opens on right)2
Mercedes-Benz roof box L (titanium metallic, opens on right)2

09
09
22
22
22
22

on request
on request
A000 840 2562
A000 840 2362
A000 840 3162
A000 840 2762

New Alustyle bicycle rack
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”
Non-slip mat (fitted)

21
19
19
27

A000 890 0293
B6 685 1703
B6 685 1702
A212 684 0005

PCMCIA multi-card reader

08 B6 782 3974

Reversible mat
Rim locks
Roof Spoiler
Rear Spoiler

27
04
05
05

A212 680 0146
B6 647 0155
A212 793 0388
A212 793 0288

p

Item no.

index
index

Description

34
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Genuine Accessories for the E-Class Coupe
L ight-alloy wheels are supplied
without tires, wheel bolts or hub caps
1

Also available with opening on left

Description
Alustyle basic carrier bars
AMG floor mats
AMG front apron
AMG light-alloy wheels
18" 6-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV
(silver, high-sheen) (FA/RA)
18" 6-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV
(titanium grey, high-sheen) (FA/RA)
AMG rear apron
AMG side skirts

Item no.
A207 890 0093
B6 603 7207
B6 603 6520

Description
Hub caps (Roadster design in black)
Hub caps (Roadster design in blue)
Hub caps (sterling silver with chrome star)
Hub caps (titanium silver with chrome star)

Item no.
B6 647 0201
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0203

B6 603 1466/1467

Illuminated door sill panels

A207 680 0335

ıncenıo designer wheels
Khotrima | 5-twin-spoke wheel |17" (FA/RA)
Shikrio | 5-twin-spoke wheel |18" (FA/RA)

A207 401 0902
A207 401 1102

Back cushion

A000 970 0690

Charger (3.6 amp)
Cleanbag
Coolbag
Coolbox

B6 754 2029
A000 840 0674
B6 681 8725
A000 820 4206

iPod Interface Kit
iPod Interface Kit, Video

on request
on request

B6 603 1472/1473
B6 603 6523
B6 603 6522

Item no.

Description
PCMCIA multi-card reader

Item no.
B6 782 3974

A207 401 0702
A207 401 0102
A207 401 0402

Rim locks

B6 647 0155

Lock for New Alustyle bicycle rack (3 mm) single
Lock for New Alustyle bicycle rack (6 mm) single
Luggage net, floor of trunk
Luggage net, load sill
Luggage-securing feature
Luggage set (for MB roof box M)
Luggage set (for MB roof box L)

B6 685 1705
B6 685 1712
A204 868 0074
A212 868 0174
A001 987 1414
A000 890 0411
A000 890 0511

Shallow trunk tray (black)
Shopping crate
Ski bag (single, for MB roof box M and L)
Ski bag for interior
Ski rack insert for MB roof box M
Ski rack insert for MB roof box L
Snow chain systems
Glasses box
Stowage crate (black)

A207 814 0041
A203 840 0020 9B51
A000 846 0806
A000 890 0711
A000 840 4718
A000 840 4818
on request
A000 810 0704
A000 814 0041

Mercedes-Benz roof box S (titanium silver, opens on right)1
Mercedes-Benz roof box M (titanium silver, opens on right)1
Mercedes-Benz roof box L (calcite white, opens on right)1
Mercedes-Benz roof box L (titanium silver, opens on right)1
Mud flaps, primed (front set/rear set)

A000 840 2562
A000 840 2362
A000 840 3162
A000 840 2762
A207 890 0078/0178

Tie-down strap
Transport and storage bag
Tire pressure gauge

A000 890 0294
A000 890 0111
B6 658 8140

Valve caps

B6 647 2001

New Alustyle bicycle rack
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”
Non-slip mat

A000 890 0293
B6 685 1703
B6 685 1702
A207 684 0005

Wheel bolts
Wood/leather steering wheel

B6 647 0159
on request

index

Description
Light-alloy wheels
5-twin-spoke wheel | 17" (FA/RA)
9-twin-spoke wheel | 17" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel | 18" (FA/RA)
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